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Abstract 

 
False Sense of Care is the thesis exhibition by Mary Margaret Sandbothe. The exhibition 

incorporated two bodies of work titled, Ideal Queers comprised of large format digitally 

printed cross-stitch simulations on cotton sheeting, and Patterns of Exclusion a series of 

transparent cross-stitch templates with a light box for viewing. This work exposes queer 

assimilation tactics merging advertising imagery with cross-stitch samplers. By 

deconstructing images of heteronormative family archetypes, the works reveal an 

uneasiness toward the typical portrayals of queer identities. Cross-stitch filters coupled 

with advertising language promote a false sense of care meant to sell the viewer a 

particular identity, brand or item. Through analyzing these mainstream representations, 

this exhibition critiques queer assimilation tactics within advertising and displays the 

absence of those outside of the ideal queer representation.  
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 “We will not sell…to the highest advertising market to be packaged and pacified.”-Fag Rag 1976.1 

 

Introduction: Words on Words 

 

Newly wedded couples grin for the camera. 

Drag queen super stars drink coffee for Starbucks®. 

Wholesome families pose with their toy children. 

 

This is what it takes to fit in. 

You ℗ass* (#love wins) 

 

Capitalist patriarchy masks its exploitative desires to earn the trust of selected 

trending minority groups in order to gain more revenue. The focus on select minority 

groups in advertisement, though marked as diverse and inclusive, still caters to white 

cisgendered men. Nothing is new. Marketers still adhere to traditional gender roles to 

keep these cisgendered men superior therefore leaving women, non-middle classers, 

people of color, and queer people subject to violence and marginalization to continue to 

uphold myths of heteronormalcy. In order to avoid this violence and marginalization, 

people are forced to assimilate. Assimilation is a part of capitalism’s exclusive nature. 

Marketing campaigns are directed to appeal to minority groups through a lens of 

capitalist normalcy. They provide an outlet for acceptance without actually creating one 

in society. Advertising produces conformity, creating a false sense of acceptance and a 

false sense of care. 
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My thesis work exposes queer assimilation tactics by merging appropriated 

advertising imagery and the handicraft tradition of cross-stitching. This very intensive 

care labor, which I will define later in this section, is simulated through computer filters 

to reiterate the false sense of care that ad marketers formulate within these stills. The 

thesis exhibition is titled False Sense of Care and it is made up of two series, Ideal 

Queers and Patterns of Exclusion. By deconstructing advertising’s images of 

heteronormative family archetypes, the works reveal an uneasiness toward the typical 

portrayals of queer identities. Commercial stills, print ads, and data collected from queer 

advertisements produced between 2012-2015 are incorporated in my project	to	analyze 

mainstream (mis) representations of queer people and the exclusion of those outside the 

accepted version of queer identities. 

To begin, it is important to define these terms to better understand and access the 

work. Definitions have been a part of my research throughout the development of the 

thesis project, either appropriated or accepted dictionary words, to inform the viewer of 

the particular point of reference. I will be referring to complicated topics like gender and 

sexuality which many people treat as simple either/or types of study. This is not the case, 

so some brief explanation of how I am using certain terminology is necessary. The 

phrases “cisgendered men” and “cisgendered women” are used to distinguish between 

and acknowledge genders. Cisgendered, as I am using it, means the gender that is socially 

accepted for a sex, for example people with penises identifying as men. Sex and gender 

aren’t the same thing; sex is biological (male bodied) while gender is largely a social 

construct. Though the two categories are connected and influence each other, they are 
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indeed different things. As Julia Serano writes in Excluded: Making Feminist and Queer 

Movements More Inclusive: 

It is important to recognize that one cannot easily draw a sharp line dividing 

where each of these categories ends and another begins. For example, many 

aspects of physical sex (such as genitals) play an important role in acts of 

sexuality. Gender expression more generally can play an important role in sexual 

attraction, as seen in conventionally straight people who prefer feminine female or 

masculine male partners, or queer people who may have a preference for either 

butch, or femme, or androgynous partners (9).                                                    

My goal here is to acknowledge the people and communities not present in mainstream 

media and advertisements of queer identities. The traditional gender binary system has 

two categories: men and women. This system is too simiplified for my critique of 

advertisements’ depictions of queer people, because it perpetuates the idea that sex and 

gender are the same thing and that people only exist in these two categories with strict 

borders. Misgendering or wrongly identifying someone based on gender presentation 

often occurs because of ignorance surrounding sex and gender. This ignorance persists in 

advertisement and its targeting of queer individuals. I align myself with most of Serano’s 

definitions and her text is excellent for further reference on the importance of terms. 

Queer is another term I use frequently. When I use it in regard to advertising 

within this paper, I am referencing all members of the LGBTQAAI2 community, not just 

same-sex couplings (gay and lesbian) emphasized in media. The etymology of the term is 

crucial to illustrate both the investigative beginnings of queer and the investigative nature 

of my project through researching advertising trends and data.  
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Historically “queer” is a challenging term most connected with its 1513 meaning 

of the strange, odd, and eccentric (Heath, “Keywords Project: Queer”). A negative 

connotation to the word arose with its association to the “homosexual”, an identity 

Michel Foucault found in his famous study of sexuality, could be traced to the rise of 

sexual science in the mid nineteenth century (qtd. in Daring 10). With this new category 

within the human species, queer morphed into a derogatory slur for those perceived as 

non normative (within the gender binary system because of sexual orientation or for 

being effeminate). Queer therefore became seen as inferior due to its ties to the feminine, 

femaleness, and feminism. Queer bashing then arose, the practice of specifically targeting 

homosexuals or non-normative people for physical or verbal harm. This abuse targeting 

queer people continues to be a form of punishment for not fitting in or being accepted.  

The hateful and negative usage of the term hasn’t disappeared by any means, yet starting 

in the late 1980s queer became reclaimed and evolved into a blanket term to describe 

those within the LGBTQAAI community (Rand 7). This use over generalizes certain 

identities into a neat category. However, for the purposes of this paper its use needs to be 

outlined. 

Despite its historical context and usage, queer’s earliest form, circa 1390, is a 

partly French and partly Latin word that means to ask, to investigate, to inquire, or to 

question (Heath, “Keywords Project: Queer”). Queer, in this way, emphasizes fluidity in 

its roots and can be used in speech in many ways (as a noun, adjective, and verb).  

In its elasticity, queer also serves as a space for critiquing identity, language, and 

power structures that aren’t reducible to neat and limiting categories. It is odd, in that it is 

against normalcy or the normative. This makes queer inherently against being assimilated 
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into mainstream culture because it is, in the original meaning, an investigative term that 

critiques and questions systems such as capitalist patriarchy (Daring et al. 11). At the 

intersection of its uses, my work centers upon “queer” and all of its uses. Primarily it 

leads to questioning assimilation tactics used in media and advertising. Assimilation 

similarly should be examined for its contribution to society and our own distinct way of 

being. 

 Assimilation (or cultural assimilation) refers to the process whereby a minority 

group adapts (usually with force) to the customs and attitudes of the prevailing culture in 

order to conform and be accepted (Faulkner 3). These minority groups are seen as “the 

Other”, meaning they are outside accepted mainstream norms. Full assimilation occurs 

when new members of a group become indistinguishable from members of that dominant 

group (Faulkner 5). Today, assimilation of “the Other” continues to happen forcefully but 

it also occurs more subtly through advertising and other mass media sources.In this thesis 

work, I appropriate ad media to critique the assimilation of queer identities. 

In False Sense of Care, I am concerned with queer assimilation, which I define as 

the homogenizing of non-heteronormative people into the mainstream capitalist 

patriarchal society. Gay marriage can be considered the example of queer assimilation as 

it is campaigned within ideas of equality and freedom. Yet Mattilda Bernstein Sycamore 

in That’s Revolting: Queer Strategies for Resisting Assimilation points out the problem 

with queer assimilation explicitly:  

The tyranny of assimilation lies in the way the borders are policed. For decades, 

there has been strife within queer politics and cultures, between assimilationists 

and liberationists, conservatives and radicals. Never before, however, has the 
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assimilationist/conservative side held such a stranglehold over popular 

representations of what it means to be queer. Gay marriage advocates brush aside 

generations of queer efforts to create new ways of loving, lusting for, and caring 

for another, in favor of a 1950s model of white-picket fence, ‘we’re-just-like-you’ 

normalcy (3).  

This way of thinking neglects all of those outside of the gender binary system and same 

sex couplings and puts a great emphasis on an inherently patriarchal institution of 

marriage that is predicated on ownership of property and women (women’s labor and 

creative care as seen through domestic work associated with traditional craft culture). As 

a result, my work uses the traditional care labor of hand embroidery to imply a care labor 

and expose queer assimilation in the mainstream. Nancy Folbre, professor of Economics 

at the University of Massachusetts has written extensively on care labor: 

[Caring labour] describes a type of work that requires personal attention, services 

that are normally provided on a face-to-face or first-name basis, often for people 

who cannot clearly express their own needs, such as young children, the sick or 

the elderly. But in addition to describing a type of work, caring labour describes 

an intrinsic motive for performing that work – a sense of emotional attachment 

and connection to the persons being cared for (312). 

Care work can be extended to paying jobs outside of basic home needs. In the modern 

economy, there are careers that provide the same services that women historically 

provided at home (Folbre 186). Within my work, cross-stitch embroidery is simulated to 

expose queer assimilation tactics used in advertising and suggest a false sense of care 

labor. In this way, the exhibition carries a subtle irony because the care labor is simulated 
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and artificial. The technique of printing the cross-stitch patterning mimics the false sence 

of acceptance of “the Other” that the ads try to push.  

Queer assimilation is a way for queer people that seem gender conforming to 

“pass”, making them seem less threatening to our heteronormative mainstream. Passing is 

another way to think about queer assimilation because one must fit into society without 

calling too much attention to oneself. For example, some lesbians are assumed to be 

heterosexual (straight) cisgendered women because they present as feminine. People 

don’t pass when the mainstream has a hard time placing them into a gendered category or 

misgenders them. My thesis work examines how only some queer identities pass in 

mainstream advertising. It also examines assimilation and commodification through the 

heteronormative archetypes in order to acknowledge “the Other” and reveal the limiting 

construction of normalcy. These advertisements present queer identities in a narrow way 

to perpetuate what is deemed as acceptable and normal. False Sense of Care promotes an 

inclusion of “the Other” by displaying the exclusive depictions of assimilated queer 

identities. 
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Part One: Pink Dollar Ads 

Gained visibility in popular culture has made the LGBTQAAI community a prime 

target for advertising. Dubbed the “Pink Dollar Market” this group (or consumer 

audience) is worth an estimated 835 billion dollars according to MediaSmarts, Centre for 

Digital and Media Literacy in Canada. Pink dollars are highly sought after due to higher 

disposable incomes and brand loyalty among a trending queer audience. Brand loyalty 

comes when consumers associate certain companies as being allies of the LGBTQAAI 

community, making the consumer more likely to buy again and therefore more money for 

certain brands ("Pink Dollar Marketing and Queer Representation in Advertising"). 

According to Community Marketing & Insights (CMI), a globally recognized panel for a 

LGBTQAAI market research, methodologies, strategies and corporate training, 70% of 

LGBTQAAI adults stated they would pay a premium for a product from a company that 

supports their community and 78% of LGBTQAAI adults and their friends, family and 

relatives would switch to brands that are known to be LGBTQAAI-friendly. 

Consumption is an opportunity for financial legitimacy to some within the LGBTQAAI 

community (though the mainstream largely recognized only the “L” and the “G” or 

lesbians and gays of that community), and yet another way to pass as “normal”. 

With financial capability and a lack of recognition as “the Other”, queer 

communities are able to participate more enthusiastically in the capitalist market. In this 

way, buying power may equal social status, as one group may not be fully accepted in 

society until it is viewed as legitimate and contributing to the economy. This acceptance, 

though, comes with issues of further marginalization of other queers who do not fit into 

the middle to high earning economic classes. Companies are looking for what they 
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believe to be the ideal queer consumer and represent them in accordance. This ideal 

standard excludes all queer identities that are not white, middle class, cisgendered men. 

Traditionally, most mainstream advertisements with queer representations 

successfully function in articulating differences or otherness to seduce the viewer through 

comedic routines and stereotypes rather than acceptance or equality. These ads display 

scenes with homophobic undertones or allude to social taboos with queer sex jokes. 

Portrayals of queer women within mainstream media can be even worse since the 

characters are highly objectified and stuck into heteronormative beauty pressures. In this 

way, these advertisements are not necessarily marketed toward the queer community, but 

rather make it the punch line of a joke for other consumers. Homosexual allusions are 

used as a tool to shock viewers merely to gain attention ("Pink Dollar Marketing"). Yet 

recently, there has been a great shift in queer representation by mainstream household 

brands. This shift is directly related to the expanding pink dollar market and passage of 

same sex marriage in the United States. These recent representations are appealing to 

gays and lesbians in ways that stereotypical ads may not have before. Many ads have 

started employing traditional family archetypes to present the ideal queer consumer as 

respectable and proper members of the white, cisgendered middle class. 

As a reaction to the over sexualized derogatory images of queers, companies 

relied on proven techniques to appeal to family consumer groups. Media Theorist 

Richard Omann studied family magazines of the early 20th Century. Omann believed the 

magazines (the media) shaped their market, the growing American Bourgeois class, 

rather than the market defining the magazines. In this medium he found, the class was 
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taught that sex and sexuality should only be present if it was as art, a vice of lower class, 

or in terms of moral denunciation ("Pink Dollar Marketing"). Advertisements using queer 

representation also adhere to this archaic model by repackaging nuclear family 

archetypes. 

Similarly, Katherine Sender, professor of media and sexuality in Communication 

Studies at the University of Michigan, researched the formation of an ideal queer 

consumer by studying our assumptions about media, sexuality, and advertising within 

queer centered ads. Her findings show that desexualized queer people in advertisements 

sell a product more successfully than the idea that “sex sells.”  

She also found that companies limit specific types of sexualities in order to be 

accepted within mainstream heterosexual spheres ("Pink Dollar Marketing"). Diverse 

queer identities were neutralized and often desexualized in an effort to normalize them. 

The specific audience an ad is catering to therefore determines the use of sex within it. 

For example, many ads marketed toward a solely queer demographic tend to be hyper 

sexual. LogoTV, a television channel for the LGBTQAAI community, uses 

advertisements with muscular and oiled men in nothing but tiny underwear to market 

their shows geared toward gay men. While ads marketing to the queer and mainstream 

audiences lack sex completely, which are the ads I’ve incorporated in my work. 

 In Sender’s findings, the neutralization of the queer identities marked an effort to 

authenticate one very specific type of queer consumer to the larger mainstream audience. 

The de-sexualization of queer bodies often occurs because those seen as in any way 

sexually deviant pose potential threats to mainstream society via an attack on moral 
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middle class families and ideals.  Queer bodies seen as fully sexual and desiring subjects 

(as opposed to objects in jokes) lose status and legitimacy in larger society (Sender 339). 

This construction of the ideal consumer voids entire portions of the LGBTQAAI 

community. Sender’s study for queer media showed that The Advocate, the oldest 

LGBTQ-interest magazine in the U.S., toted the gay ideal in its pages by “emphasizing 

the ideal image of the gay consumer as affluent, white, male, 30-something, gender-

conforming, and sexually discreet” (Sender 335). This carefully constructed ideal image 

is applauded and reinforced by mainstream gays because it is a non-threatening queer 

identity. Marketers dating the pink dollar are inclined to follow suit with The Advocate, 

by representing queers as middle class and white in order to uphold an ideal 

heteronormative family structure. The ability to buy and be represented in media is a 

driving force in normalizing social groups. 

Yet this structure is flawed in its exclusivity. Even in the realm of capitalism, such 

notions of the ideal consumer neglect many individuals who do participate and contribute 

to society. In my work, I use ad stills highlighting this ideal gay casting to critique the 

exclusive nature it brings. Nearly every casting within both the Ideal Queers and Patterns 

of Exclusion series depict only a white same sex male couplings and nuclear family 

scenes. Such trite themes used by marketers create an inaccurate and sexist depiction of 

the queer community for mainstream audiences. The men in these scenes take on 

traditional female gender roles and are the dominant subgroup because they are seen as 

the ideal queer consumer. 

Sender’s research reveals that commodification and consumption are important to 

shaping identity and without consuming, we wouldn’t know ourselves. This claim 
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reinforces the idea that buying power equals social status. Participation in mainstream 

capitalism allows an individual to choose what consumer group to be part of. She claims 

that the inclination of marketers to carve out a distinct queer subgroup is in itself 

political, even if the inclusion of same-sex couplings by corporations tends to be 

restricted to the white, middle class (Davidson 12). While the creation of this subgroup 

allows people a queer identity, this identity is created in a place where lines are boldly 

drawn. All of the identities portrayed in my work adhere to this strictly structured mold. 

In the Ideal Queers series all of the subjects are white gay men, with the exception of one 

coupling because they are the ideal queer consumer. This exception “Out of Date: Soft, 

Sweet, White Wedded Women” (see fig. 1.0) features women but it prescribes to a 

specific traditional archetype of women as brides. Many minority identities and other 

family models are excluded in mainstream queer advertisements. 

In each piece of my work, the primary consumers are white individuals. 

Whiteness is a privileged position and always has been in American culture. Being white 

affords more access than it does for people of color, even among white women and other 

white non-heteronormative people (Conrad 39). Economic status and perpetuated 

homophobia within non-white communities are primary factors in this lack of agency. 

Established buying power affords social status and whiteness frequently intersects with 

financial stability. The target audience in the Pink Dollar market is chosen for its affluent 

disposable income. Specifically, in the queer community, marketers will choose to 

portray participants with more agency or resources than others. This is problematic as it 

allows white gay men to dominate views on what queer looks like in society (Conrad 43). 

The only exception to the whiteness of queer mainstream ads in the False Sense of Care 
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exhibition is when they are children. For example, “Baby-Doll” (see fig. 1.1) features a 

very pale gay couple in neutral clothing against a stark white background holding their 

non-white child in bright clothing. The child becomes the focal point and symbol of 

difference because not only is the child non-white, she’s positioned in a manner as an 

object rather than subject; hence, the toy reference of the title. Her prop-like presence 

stands out among the plain white backdrop.  

Ideal Queers and entire exhibition also criticizes the emphasis on traditional 

family units. According to historian and gay activist John D’Emilio, this phenomenon can 

be located in the initial shift to a consumer-oriented economy in the late nineteenth 

century. D’Emilio found that consumer culture supported both non-heteronormative and 

heteronormative identities during this period because of the focus on individuality. But, 

capitalism introduced a new focus. He maintains that capitalism will always be 

heterosexist and homophobic because of its stress on the family unit. Simply put, in order 

to gain the next generation of consumers, males and females must reproduce (Davidson 

6). Advertisers choose to repackage the normal heterosexist model by portraying 

heteronormative family units with queer cast members. This repackaging of traditional 

archetypes assimilates queer identities into the mainstream while ignoring other family 

types (single parent households, multi-generational households, chosen families, etc.).In 

summary, queer is an investigative term and this project holds importance for not only 

acknowledging those outside of the gender binary or the traditional heteronormative 

spectrum but to inquire as to why “family” representations must always look the same.  
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The recent acceptance of same sex marriage in the United Stated has brought on a 

new resurgence of assimilation into a heteronormative family structure within media. 

However, there is a nuanced history of queer resistance to patriarchy and treating the 

passage of same sex marriage as the ultimate goal in achieving equality and ending queer 

struggles is erasing the root of queer movements (again, queer is to ask, to inquire, to 

question). My thesis work incorporates screen shots taken from television commercials 

and print ads collected from an online database, adrespect.org 3 produced during the 

height of America’s obsession with gay marriage and its passage in the Supreme Court 

(primarily between the years 2012-2015). Same sex marriage legislation has been pushed 

throughout the country for over a decade. The United States Supreme Court finally ruled 

in favor of same sex marriage in 2015. This obsession with one piece of legislation has 

driven the Pink Dollar Market to commodify and package the impassioned people 

involved in order to reach them. 

Therefore I would make claim that Capitalism’s need to corral people into family 

units (for the purpose of gaining revenue) stimulates the drive behind gay marriage. 	This 

emphasis on the heterosexual family structure also means that only some relationships 

and networks matter.	This is because marriage is a privileged institution that elevates 

people based on religion, sexuality, gender, and/or economic status. Historically, 

marriage has been a way of consolidating family power amongst and between men, 

through women (Conrad 20). In recent times it has become a way of constructing a larger 

middle class. The False Sense of Care exhibition criticizes the emphasis on this 

normative marriage archetype with a queer lens. As Yasmin Nair writes in Against 

Equality: Queer Revloution Not Mere Inclusion: 
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When queers criticize the State’s emphasis on the normative family, we do so 

because we know only too well the violence of exclusion and because for many of 

us, our identities as queer people have been marked and shaped, not always in 

unproductive ways, by that violence (Conrad 19). 

 In this way queer people have profound personal experiences that motivate them. The 

highly personal nature implies that each individual has differing experience that cannot 

be boxed and bought. Gay marriage campaigns and advertisements influenced by them 

perpetuate false assumptions of equality and freedom. This promised heteronormative life 

is not possible for many complex identities, and therefore renders the rhetoric empty. 

All of the ads appropriated within this project incorporate this hollow language. 

For example, the ad title for Honeymaid’s 2014 commercial, This is Wholesome is used 

in “Wholesome Crackers” (see fig. 1.2) and Tylenol’s 2015 commercial, #HowWeFamily 

commercial is used in “Man-Bun and Child” (see fig. 1.3). In both ad titles, there is an 

emphasis on the family unit and wholesomeness that should be associated with the 

imagery within the advertisements. #HowWeFamily asserts a “new” type of family, 

though the coupling presented follows traditional gender roles. This is Wholesome also 

reiterates the same sentiments of acceptance but only in reference to this typical family 

grouping. 

Throughout the Ideal Queers series, this diction trend is presented within the 

lengthy data-entry-like style title for each piece. “Family” is a typical buzzword overused 

within these ads containing same sex married coupling. The emphasis on gay marriage 

and the repackaging of the heteronormative family does not challenge patriarchy; instead 

it reinforces the nuclear family as a primary support system. The traditional nuclear 
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family system is largely in place across the country and is problematic for some youth 

and other family representations. By depicting “family” in the same one-dimensional 

way, all other types of family are negated. All of these alternative style families go 

unmentioned within the ads I have selected. Each title features the ad data for each 

commercial but also a chosen title for the pieces. For example, “Wholesome Crackers” 

reiterates the hollow language of wholesomeness and the one dimensional view of family 

by classifying them as “crackers”, a slang term for white people. These titles are often 

ironic and carry a sharpness that critiques the type casted family imagery.  

The imagery in my work masks other possible family structures in favor of the 

traditional. Gay marriage has nothing to do with social justice even though the supporting 

language of diversity, equality, and freedom say otherwise. Marriage does little more 

than consolidate power in the lives of already privileged gay couples engaged in middle 

class mimicry of heteronormalcy (Conrad 59). The exhibition aims to highlight the 

limiting nature of assimilation using these repetitive archetypes. 
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Part Two: Thesis Exhibition and Presentation 

 
Upon entering the exhibition, the viewer is presented a minimal installation of the 

eight printed banners in the Ideal Queers series and white table with white chair in the 

center of the gallery containing the Patterns of Exclusion series. A stand displaying a 

book of ad data and artist statement follows the final banner shown in the gallery. The 

pieces can be considered individually but their uniformity in presentation leads the 

viewer to consider them in context with each other within a larger installation. The 

exhibition is focused in the back half on the gallery, as there is another show exhibiting in 

the front half of the gallery. Though there are no divider walls between the two showings, 

the discussion will be directed toward the False Sense of Care exhibition.  

The order of the display for this exhibition and links between the works were 

careflully considered. The exhibition leads with “Leakage on the Grass” (see fig. 2.4), 

which begins to show a couple going from the dating stage of a relationship to marriage 

and parenthood. This piece also has a direct product reference to start to remind the 

viewer of its origins. Sharing the same wall, is another seven feet wide piece, “Souper 

Dads” (see fig. 2.3). Each fully square piece in the series is partnered with another. 

“Man-Bun and Child” (see fig.1.3) paired with “Wholesome Crackers” (see fig. 1.2) and 

“Starfucks” (see fig. 2.5) paired with “Out of Date: Soft, Sweet, White & Wedded 

Women” (see fig. 1.0). The pieces with direct ad references are spread throughout the 

gallery to continually remind the viewer of the scene’s origin. Mirroring the first two, 

seven foot by three and a half feet pieces are the final coupling, “Same Shoes, Same 

Family” (see fig. 2.0) and “Baby Doll” (see fig. 1.1). “Baby Doll” was chosen to be last 

in the series because it doesn’t depict a “snapshot” scene of the characters everyday lives 
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but a staging of a family in a clinical environment. To change the viewer’s participation 

with the work from that of observing to actively engaging, a table in the middle of the 

gallery houses the Patterns of Exclusion interactive series. This allows the viewer to 

physically handle the work and be apart of the work. This shift in series so allows another 

material to be introducing in the exhibition, from fabric banner to acetate transparencies. 

 Each piece Ideal Queers is hung using a metallic carriage bolt through the 

grommets on each top corner, allowing the fabric the stretch and sag. The pulling of the 

fabric adds another distorting quality to the imagery within and shows the materiality of 

the work. The reductive quality of each piece acts as a critical device to impose the 

assimilation within the imagery. The series ends with a stand holding the book of ad data 

and artist statement. The data book is crucial because it directly makes the imagery link 

to the advertising motives in which they came. Each piece in the Ideal Queers series is 

present in the book with their full title description (as shown within this paper). The book 

offers the labeling to the series that isn’t present on the walls with the work, as in most 

gallery art shows. This was intentionally considered to allow the viewer to really 

investigate and carefully examine each image to insight to their meaning and to form 

their own interpretation. The artist statement and ad book clarifies any mistake of the 

works celebrating the queer identities presented by showing their marketing motives with 

sharp titling and lengthy advertising data.  
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Part Three: Fake Stitches and Genuine Craft 
 

I have paired the Ideal Queers series with the television ads and the print ads with 

the Patterns of Exclusion series. Ideal Queers is an eight piece series of large-scale 

printed banners. Patterns of Exclusion is an interactive seven-piece set of cross-stitch 

templates of print ads with a light box to illuminate the imagery. Patterns of Exclusion 

works within the exclusive tendencies of assimilation that only focus on those that fit in. 

The series uses cross-stitch templates (or patterns) to expose the repetitive casting within 

these ads. Both series illustrate the exclusion of those outside of the normative family 

depictions. Each series addresses this concern differently, the Ideal Queers series shows a 

redundant casting of the ideal queer consumer coupled with investigative data entries; 

while the Patterns of Exclusion series centers on the illumination of the gender binary 

system and repetition of dated gender categories. The ad screenshots are not offered as 

illustrations in this paper, but will be referenced to within the final works themselves. 

Within the titling of each piece, the viewer can gather necessary information from the 

original ad. 

The Ideal Queers series came about primarily after noticing corporations’ use of 

gay icons and same sex couples to sell their products. After researching, it became quite 

clear that traditional family archetypes are being repackaged (or attempting to be) using 

same sex couplings for companies seeking to diversify their markets. The positioning of 

the figures within the ads is made to reinforce traditional gender roles that are based on 

hierarchy, as they would be in traditional family ads. For example, in “Man-Bun and 

Child” (see fig. 1.3) this hierarchy references subtle gender roles placement with the 

“male/dominant” figure elevated and looking onto the “female/submissive” figure.  In 
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most cases, these commercials also feature one figure in a more “maternal” role, either 

holding a child or gazing down at the child. Another example of this positioning is visible 

in, “Same Shoe, Same Family” (see fig. 2.0) where the maternal figure gazes directly at 

his child sitting at one end of the dinner table, while the dominate figure looks onto all of 

them from the seat at the “head of the table”. 

Perspective is important in the series to emphasize the grid system the works are 

based on. According to printmaker Eric Sweet, whose work involved utopian perspective: 

Linear perspective is a system of representation that allows an artist to 

depict three dimensional scenes “realistically on a two dimensional surface. 

Perspective is built on a grid like a gridiron of a map. This gridiron becomes a 

plan and then the plan is filled in. the perspective grid screen that one-point 

perspective is built upon helps the artist place everything in proportion with 

everything else in the image. The regular system of squares allows the entire 

image to be broken down and systematically controlled (Sweet 15). 

Because perspective assimilates the imagery in each piece to the viewer, they can access 

the scene being presented, but only from distance. At a distance the pieces in Ideal 

Queers read as a whole image captured in a moment of familiar bliss, but up close the 

images are deconstructed to a pixelated system of color and data-like messages. This 

deconstruction splits the imagery into small boxes, which signify the gender binary 

system that I will discuss later in the analysis of the Patterns of Exclusion series. Family 

dinners and other homey scenes like these repeat throughout the series and are coupled 

with other traditional domestic references to create the final work.  
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A. Ideal Queers Series 

 To make the final iteration of the Ideal Queers series, screenshots are used of 

various moments within these ads. They are masked with a digital cross-stitched layer in 

Photoshop. The screenshots are blurred and pieced together with the cross-stitch filter to 

show various levels of opacity, and reference different levels of assimilation. In some 

pieces the figures assimilate into the cross-stitch filter more readily as if they are willing 

to be products of normalcy, while other figures are less merged and unaware of the 

assimilation happening within. In all of the pieces, the children act only as signifiers of 

the family unit and behave as props than main characters.  

The differing opacity level is also a direct association to the pixelated digital 

image from their original advertisement. For example, in “Baby Doll” the image becomes 

distorted and consequently uncomfortable as the cross-stitch filter manipulates the child 

into a doll-like prop fully rendered in the cross-stitch simulation (see fig. 2.1), while the 

paternal figure gazes directly at the viewer with portions of his facial features unaltered 

and not immersed in the simulation like the maternal figure and the child (see fig. 2.2). In 

this way, the paternal figure is in control similar to traditional patriarchal family systems. 

The child is neglected in that she is treated as an object rather than a person. The child is 

intentionally rendered as an object (or doll) to emphasize the reliance on the nuclear 

family structure as normal in the commercials. These family depictions gloss over the 

struggles gay couples parenting, reproductive issues within queer families and other 

legalities of adoption that many queer couples face. These commercials show child 

rearing as commonplace and easy for queer couples to obtain, when in fact that it not the 

case.  
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This opacity shift is utilized dramatically again in “Souper Dads” (see fig. 2.3) 

where the dominant figure’s face is less incorporated with the digital cross stitch to bring 

an unnerving quality to the piece. The intense eye contact the dominant figure then has 

with the submissive figure reinforces the hierarchy in gender roles between them. Other 

pieces, such as “Wholesome Crackers” (see fig. 1.2) make the characters look like a 

“cookie cutter family” cut out in full cross-stitch simulation against a generic 

photographic backdrop of the “family home”. In this particular piece, the figures become 

indistinguishable with the product (the graham cracker boxes) they are holding. They are 

portrayed as a cardboard cutout to reiterate that they are being commodified, to sell a 

particular queer image. 

In this way, the level of opacity directly mimics the figure’s participation in 

normalcy and capitalism. Each piece guides the viewer to take note of who stands out and 

why. For instance, “Souper Dads” (see fig. 2.3) has one prominent white male figure 

while the others fade into the background to show the traditional gender roles placed onto 

each figure. In order to fit into the heteronormative model of the nuclear family, the ads 

negate what is different about the casted family. The work therefore also eliminates their 

uniqueness’s, capitalizing on their sameness within each piece. 

“Wholesome Crackers” (see fig. 1.2) stresses that these representations of family 

are not genuine. In this piece, no member stands out in order to echo the homogenizing 

nature of the traditional family system. This family is indeed unremarkable from the 

standard product they hope to sell. “Wholesome Crackers” again questions why the 

family is represented with boxy cross-stich simulations and opacity shifts. 
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Though the cross-stitch filter is active is every piece, other product placement and 

branding is visible throughout the series. For example, the Taco Bell logo in “Leakage on 

the Grass”(see fig. 2.4), signifies to the viewer that scene is less about a loving picnic and 

subtly about fast food advertising. Another example of product placement is seen in 

“Starfucks” (see. fig. 2.5). The Starbucks logo on the cup presented to the drag queens is 

reduced to digital squares of green but is still legible as the famous brand coffee. 

“StarFucks” is a significant piece in that it is the only piece in the series that 

incorporates another kind of cross-stitch simulation. This simulation appears more 

artificial and digital to show that the figures are willingly apart of the commodification of 

their queer identities. The piece is derived from the only ad marketed solely to a queer 

audience. This is important for a variety of reasons, the scene depicts drag queens from a 

popular television show “RuPaul’s Drag Race” and is encoded with gay signifiers such as 

the campiness of the drag queens and high contrast coloration. The drag queens in the 

scene perform sexist stereotypes of women being catty at the coffee shop. One is dressed 

as a younger college-type while the other is an older woman. The cross-stitch filter 

distorts the figures’ faces and blacks out their eyes. It also reduces other facial features to 

only a few small squares (see fig. 2.7). The impersonators are being handed their coffee, 

which is rendered in a more digital cross-stitch simulation. This is because within the 

original ad the actors are fully aware that they are being used as an assimilating tool. 

They don’t disguise themselves as anything but a product.	This	piece	functions	within	

the	series	to	show	the	different	approaches	marketers	take	in	portraying	queer	

identities.	Since	the	original	coffee	ad	is	aimed	at	only	a	queer	audience,	it	plays	on	

gay	trends,	like	drag	and	camp.	The	other	ads	in	the	series	are	geared	toward	the	
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mainstream	and	queer	audiences	and	cast	the	characters	as	heteronormative	

couples	and	families. 

In keeping with the ideas of conformity and regulating ideals, the scale of the 

False Sense of Care series is standardized in either a square of three and a half feet or 

rectangle of three and a half by seven feet. The scale of the pieces is also important to 

reference other advertising media like banners and even billboards. Each piece of work is 

finished and secured with metallic grommets, which reasserts the idea of the ad banner. 

Each work in this series has been cropped into a specific box for their final presentation. 

This box is meant to call back to the single scene capture chosen as the ideal moment in 

the advertisement that was then manipulated for the final presentation. 

After the cross-stitch simulation has been applied to the image, it is then printed 

on a large format color printer. In doing so I am creating fake stitches, allowing the 

simulation to trick the eye into thinking it is an embroidered pictorial sampler. This 

seemingly stitched image echoes the sentiment of care labor but is done so in a way that 

voids the emotional attachment. Each piece is packaged in the same fashion as the 

advertisements themselves. The apparent final sampler shows how queer life has been 

diluted and assimilated in order to make profit. Reinventing the historic sampler as the 

final version of the work further demonstrates the way queers have been repackaged for 

acceptance.  
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B. Sampler History and the Cross-Stitch 

In using the digital cross-stitch filter throughout the series, my attempt is to draw 

the viewer in with a familiar handicraft reference. Traditionally, embroidery and cross-

stitch samplers have carried moralistic attitudes and nestled themselves within the 

domestic sphere. A sense of care labor is also attached to these tedious craft objects, 

because of the amount of effort and time that go into each stitch. With commercially 

produced kits in modern abundance, the handicraft is now more a hobby of leisure than a 

profession started in childhood.  

Historically, samplers had the same purpose as a resume or reference for a girl 

seeking a service job before the Industrial Revolution (Humphrey 126). The origin of the 

sampler was purely utilitarian, as a record of stitches and motifs before the invention of 

the printing press and perforated cloth. In the photographed sampler dated 1598 (see fig 

2.7), the banded motifs and patterns were very elaborate showing a variety of techniques 

from embroidery to lacework. However, over time the sampler involved fewer varieties 

of techniques and showcased only the simple cross-stitch. The switch to using solely the 

cross-stitch became more prevailant as samplers were used as a literary and moral 

teaching tool. Much like the ads I use in my work, samplers were a way to shape societal 

norms. Candace Wheeler, author of The Development of Embroidery on America wrote 

about the cross-stitches impact on samplers stating: 

In truth, the letters first practiced in cross-stitch opened the door to all future 

elaborations, and were the vehicle of moral instruction as well; for little Puritans 

took their first doses of Bible history in carefully embroidered text, and their 

notions of pictorial art from cross-stitch illustrations. One finds upon some of the 
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early examples pictures of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden… Often 

samplers’ push the cross-stitch to the very limit of its capability in an attempt to 

render Bible scenes pictorially, but for the most part it was confined to the 

practice of various styles of lettering consolidated into text or verse (54).  

In the sampler dated 1772 (see fig. 2.8), the Biblical scene of Adam and Eve is pictured 

and the stitch variety is comprised only of the simple cross-stitch. This shows the 

degradation of the sampler’s intricacy overtime and the importance of moral ordering 

through subject matter. In my work, the didactic quality of the sampler made with the 

cross-stitch is used more subtly with direct imagery instead of lettering and verses. There 

is no explicit lettering or words within the imagery, but the repetitive casting of 

heteronormative archetypes display the ideal queer consumer and upright family 

structures. The cross-stitch, while portraying normative ideals, also offers a mode of 

questioning these representations in the ads depicts. 

  The cross-stitch itself copies a model used to investigate media meanings. The 

tetrad of media effects model, developed by media theorist Marshall McLuhan works to 

explore all media by asking four specific questions. The four posed questions for the 

model are: What does it enhance or intensify? What does it render obsolete or displace? 

What does it retrieve that was previously obsolesced? What does it produce or become 

when pressed to an extreme? (232) The model also appears in a cross-like formation, 

very similar to the cross-stitch (see fig 2.9). McLuhan’s tetrad is based on knowledge and 

experience; therefore anyone can participate in the exploration (Lamberti 232). The tetrad 

was used within the work to inquiry the representation of queer identities in the selected 
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advertisements. McLuhan’s four simple questions on media lead to a bigger set of 

answers, which change depending on the user.  

Within this model, I propose that advertising using queer identities enhances 

queer buying power. This could be seen as an opportunity to legitimize identities. The 

ads’ representations make obsolete those outside of this white, middle class 

predominately male demographic; while retrieving heteronormative ideals. Finally, these 

representations reverse diverse queer community by depicting only traditional archetypes. 

This is why way the cross-stitch is utilized within my work.  

In this way, I am using the handicraft of cross-stitch samplers to criticize the 

representations of the ideal queer. I mirror the false sense of care in the ad imagery by 

simulating the care labor of embroidery and cross-stitch with technology in its place. If I 

were to actually take the time and effort to hand stitch each image, the message would 

come across as a celebration of these family depictions. My critique is subtle, but strong.  

Fake stitches are used because the ad representations are an artificial depiction of 

diversity. I am using a handicraft technique in a new way to reposition the notion of craft 

being an inferior creative practice, while also referring to the false sense of care (labor) 

the ads project to their intended audience. By merging appropriated advertising imagery 

and the handicraft tradition of cross-stitch samplers, the work exposes queer assimilation 

tactics and the reliance of the grid (or the gender binary system). 
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Part Four: Boxed In 

“…We are indebted to simple cross-stitch, to the obligations of the mathematical 

square of hand weavings, for all the wonderful borderings which have been evolved by 

ages of the use of the needle, since decoration began” (Wheeler 51). 

The grid is not only utilized in the mimicry of handicraft techniques, but it is also 

prevalent in all aspects of the exhibition. Cross-stitching techniques are based on a grid of 

uniformity. The grid in the work is a driving force to create boundaries for the characters 

within each piece. There is a limitation placed on the represented families that permits 

them from existing outside of the box or outside of the norm. In the Ideal Queers series, 

the grid acts as the foundation for the cloth in which the cross-stitches are applied to, but 

it also alludes to the categorizing structure the grid poses through the gender binary 

system. This system is highlighted within the Patterns of Exclusion because the grid is 

the focus in the series instead of the cross-stich itself. The gender binary system limits 

gender to two categories that correspond with physical sex. However, as previously 

stated, sex and gender are not the same thing and a myriad of gender representations and 

expressions exist.  

The version of queer identities being presented within the ads has been simplified 

and assimilated for digestion by a mainstream society. The grid corresponds with these 

generalizing tendencies by splitting complex and diverse grouping into easy categories 

and boxes. Art theorist Rosalind Krauss examines the grid in modern art. She believes 

that the grid behaves in modernity to “flatten, geometricize, and order.” In this way it 

makes art “antinatural, antimimetic, and antireal” (50). The grid, within the entire 

exhibition, not only refers to the method of handicraft by emulating pictorial cross-stitch 
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samplers and stitching templates, but also further shows the artificial nature of the queer 

couplings and families depicted in the ads.  

 

A. Patterns of Exclusion 

Each piece in Patterns of Exclusion is based on a print ad is taken from media 

between 2012-15 featuring same sex male couples and families. Within theses ads, 

specific language is repeated to enforce the manipulative intentions of the marketer. The 

terms “diversity”, “family”, and “acceptance” are echoed throughout each ad to pacify 

the reader. The ads are taken and re-contextualized within a cross-stitch pattern generator. 

The generator renders the ads illegible as they are made up only of tiny units being forced 

onto an invisible grid. These units become more decorative than meaningful, just like the 

empty rhetoric used within the print ads. Acetate sheets were used as a substrate for each 

cross-stitch template print. The acetate sheets mirror the transparent and swallow 

representation of the queer identities being depicted in each ad reiterating the trite 

language being used in the ads and type casted characters presented. Each identity is 

essentially a copy of the heternormative and gender conforming standards they emulate. 

The regularity of the grid forces the whole image to be divided evenly and to be 

systematically controlled, much like the gender binary system.  

Incorporated in both the series, the grid functions to categorize each image into 

containable units and refer to the warp and weft structures in handicraft media. Cross-

stitch patterns are based on a grid because cloth consists of a warp and weft, making a 

grid formation to which each stitch will attach. The same white gay couples portrayed 

with their families are now seen deconstructed through the grid and categorized in tiny 
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boxes. The patterns of casting within the imagery are articulated through the cross-stich 

template and visible when exposed on the light box.   

The light box reveals the formulaic (mis) representations of queer identities 

within each image. Generic figures appear in each template, over and over, highlighting 

this pattern of exclusion. The grid flattens each image leaving a generic outline of each 

figure, making individual features non-existent. Within “Patterns of Exclusion (Gap)” 

(see fig. 3.0), the absence of individual signifiers leaves the couple as the heternormative 

pairing they imitate. The “dominant/ male” figure appears positioned higher and gazing 

downward onto the “submissive/female” figure. The text that was once readable in the 

original ad becomes a rectangle of smaller squares pressed onto the figures making the 

image more of a decorative motif than a celebration of diversity the ads seek to carry. 

 Text within each ad pattern breaks down leaving a grouping of color blocks that 

erase the context of each ad. This deconstruction leaves only the repetitive presence of 

the ideal queer couple. In “Patterns of Exclusion (Amtrak)” (see fig. 3.1) the text acts as a 

decorative element to the composition. This piece resembles the layout of a traditional 

cross-stich sampler (compare with fig. 2.8) because of its large pictorial element as the 

focal point and bands of motifs and lettering beneath it, which furthers the handicraft 

reference apparent in the exhibition. 

The division of the image into the grid not only leaves the text of the image hard 

to decipher but again eliminate individual characteristics of each cast member. In 

“Patterns of Exclusion (New York Financial)” (see fig. 3.2) the figures are distorted and 

amassed into large color blocks, with the exception of the eyes, which are as single X’s. 

This treatment of the eyes makes the figures “dummy-like” as if they are standing in for a 
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normative archetype. Again, a reference to the sampler remains within this piece, 

especially with the four blue color blocks at the bottom of the image acting as a spot 

sampler section. Some samplers are known as spot samplers because they are made up of 

blocks of different techniques, while other are called banded samplers because the 

techniques are produced in a band or line instead of a block section. The hierarchical 

positioning of the figures is also present to denote their designated gender roles.  

“Patterns of Exclusion (New York Financial 2)” (see fig. 3.3) features two figures 

in the repeated hierarchical arrangement surrounded by a yellow border. The border crops 

the figures showcasing the dominant figure’s hands holding the other figure’s body. What 

could be read as a happy couple converts into something more discomforting as the facial 

features of the figures (particularly the teeth of the figure on the right) emerge as 

darkened masses.  

“Patterns of Exclusion (Target)” (see fig. 3.4) is the only piece in the series in 

which the lettering of the original print ad isn’t completely obscured after being arranged 

into a cross-stitch template. The phrase reads, “Be Yourself Together” implying an 

accepting sentiment toward the same sex male couple getting married within the image. 

However, the acceptance is only a marketing ploy to consolidate the individuals in a unit.   

This piece reiterates the ideal queer consumer image that excludes the myriad of queer 

identities that aren’t white cisgendered men.  

Interaction with the viewer is important to the series because it displays their role 

as an active participant with the imagery being exposed. The viewer participates in 

handling and exposing the image on the light box physically, but on a deeper level, as the 

series directly asks the viewer to question the identities being represented. The viewer 
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can select each piece of the series individually or layer two or more patterns to reveal the 

formulaic type casting of each coupling. Patterns of Exclusion reflects the same stale 

language and subject matter as the Ideal Queers series, yet there is more of an emphasis 

on the grid and pattern. Together, they critique queer assimilation in ads through a new 

method of craft (the cross-stich simulation). They also convey the absence of those 

outside of the accepted within the entire thesis exhibition, False Sense of Care. 

 

B. New Approaches to Craft 

As artist and queer activist L.J. Roberts writes: 

Craft can gain from the methods and tools that queer theory has deployed to 

reclaim and reconfigure its own marginal position into a place of empowerment. 

By flipping and displacing denigrating and confining stereotypes through tactics 

of performance and appropriation, craft can reimagine itself in multiple ways, 

molded and reconfigured by the desires of the maker. (247) 

The craft traditions of embroidery are important in the thesis work as Roberts states, 

“…though the dismantling and reconfiguration of it stereotypes, craft is positioned as a 

potent agent to challenge the very system that create and proliferate stereotypes to 

maintain hierarchies of visual and material culture” (248). By not producing an object of 

care labor within this exhibition, the sentimentality of ads is denounced. If the pieces 

were stitched and actually cared for, it would imply acceptance of these (mis) 

representations of queer people, instead of mimicking the false sense of care marketed in 

these commercials. Craft is about inquiry and questioning as much as queer is. This is 

another reason why it is important for to utilize handicraft techniques within the work in 
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a new way. The works use an innovative approach to the handicraft of embroidery to 

question and investigate queer assimilation.  
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Part Five: Conclusion 

 
  The False Sense of Care exhibition examines typical portrayals of ideal queer life 

in a primarily heterosexual society. Traditional gender roles from this society pervade 

marketing campaigns meant for the queer and mainstream consumers. These gender roles 

are featured in an effort to normalize the gay “Other.” By doing so, advertisements 

effectively keep structures of power and dominance in place. In picturing cisgendered 

white men, media does not give representation to large sections of the population, 

including women, non-middle classers, people of color, and queers. 

My aim is to acknowledge the absence of those not present in everyday depictions 

of queer life. Queer life is a constant investigation of existing power structures. This led 

me to examine what (mis) representations are present and how they impact the people 

they negate. A one-dimensional society means the nullified group of people must 

assimilate to gain representation and legitimacy. Visibility and legitimacy is a common 

goal for minority groups who are not typically seen as equal. Certain “equality” based 

movements, like gay marriage, have led many advertising campaigns to follow their 

tactics and use specific language to target queers with high disposable incomes. They are 

encouraged to buy and to participate in a market without breaking the mold. 

The exhibition incorporated two bodies of work titled, Ideal Queers comprised of 

large format digitally printed cross-stitch simulations on cotton sheeting, and Patterns of 

Exclusion a series of transparent cross-stitch templates with a light box for viewing. This 

work exposes queer assimilation tactics merging advertising imagery with cross-stitch 

samplers. By showing repeating casting of normative family archetypes, the works 

solidify a resistance toward the portrayals of ideal queer identities. Cross-stitch 
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simulations combined with advertising language display a false sense of care meant to 

perpetuate a particular identity. The aim is to acknowledge the absence those outside the 

accepted and assimilated queer identity.  

Certain issues like adoption for queer parents and the struggles adoption often 

entails were only treated at surface level within the exhibition and hardly discussed. The 

children presented within the work act as stand-ins to further the ideal family archetype 

that ad marketers push. It is unclear, whether I will dive further into the adoption issue 

but it is a possibility. Though the critique of queer assimilation is very important to me, I 

would like to portray those queer identities that have been negated in mainstream society. 

The queer feminist collective, Diva Haus, will be tribute and a more personal narrative 

will come through because I lived for a number of years. The new body of work will pay 

homage to the house and the members that lived there through a “do-it-yourself” 

aesthetic the collective embodied. In doing so, I will be more attached to the work and 

able to collaborate with other members of Diva to preserve our diverse queer lineage. 
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Illustrations 
 

Fig. 1.0 
Out of Date: Soft, Sweet, White 
& Wedded Women 
Company: Microsoft Corporation 
Brand: Outlook.com  
Year: 2013  
Ad Title: Get up-to-date  
Region: US National  
Country: United States Business 
Category: Dot-com  
Target: Mainstream  
Agency: Deutsch  
Material: Digitally Printed Cross 
Stitch Simulation on Cotton with 
Grommets  
Size: 42”X42”  
Created: 2015. 
Photo by Drew Nikonowitz for 
the artist. 
 

 

 
 
Fig. 1.1 Baby Doll Company: General Mills, Brand: Cheerios, Year: 2014, Ad Title: The Cheerios Effect- 
Building A Family, Region: North America, Country: Canada, Business Category: Packaged Foods, 
Target: Gays & Mainstream, Agency: Saatchi & Saatchi Advertising, Material: Digitally Printed Cross 
Stitch Simulation on Cotton with Grommets, Size: 42”X84”, Created: 2015. Photo by Drew Nikonowitz for 
the artist. 
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1.2 
Wholesome Crackers 
Company: Mondelez 
International  
Brand: Honey Maid  
Year: 2014 
Ad Title: This is Wholesome 
Region: US National 
Country: United States  
Business Category: Packaged 
Foods  
Target: Gays & Mainstream 
Agency: Droga5NY  
Material: Digitally Printed 
Cross Stitch Simulation on 
Cotton with Grommets 
Size: 42’’X 42’’ 
Created: 2015. 
Photo by Drew Nikonowitz 
for the artist. 
 

 
 
 

 
1.3 
Man-Bun and Child 
Company: Johnson & 
Johnson 
Brand: Tylenol 
Year: 2015 
Ad Title: #HowWeFamily 
Region: US National 
Country: United States 
Business Category: 
Pharmaceuticals/Vitamins/ 
Target: Gays & Mainstream 
Agency: JWT 
Material: Digitally Printed 
Cross Stitch Simulation on 
Cotton with Grommets 
Size: 42’’X 42’’ 
Created: 2015. 
Photo by Drew Nikonowitz 
for the artist. 
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Fig. 2.0 Same Shoes, Same Family, Company: Brown Shoe, Brand: Famous Footwear, Year: 2015, Ad 
Title: Family Dinner, a Time to Reconnect, Region: US National, Country: United States, Business 
Category: Retail, Target: Gays & Mainstream, Agency: Unknown, Material: Digitally Printed Cross Stitch 
Simulation on Cotton with Grommets, Size: 42” X 84”, Created: 2016. Photo by Drew Nikonowitz for the 
artist. 

 

Fig. 2.1 Baby Doll (Detail #1) Photo by Drew Nikonowitz for the artist. 
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Fig. 2.2 Baby Doll (Detail #2) Photo	by	Drew	Nikonowitz	for	the	artist. 
	

 

Fig. 2.3 Souper Dads, Company: Campbell Soup, Brand: Campbell's Soup, Year: 2015, Ad Title: Your 
Father, Region: US National, Business Category: Packaged Foods, Country: United States, Target: 
Mainstream, Agency: BBDO Worldwide, Material: Digitally Printed Cross Stitch Simulation on Cotton 
with Grommets, Size: 42”X84”, Created: 2015. Photo by Drew Nikonowitz for the artist. 
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Fig. 2.4 Leakage on the Grass, Company: Taco Bell, Brand: Yum! Brands, Year: 2014, Ad Title: What 
Else Can We Fit in Our Morning? (Leaked Taco Bell Ad), Region: US National, Country: United States, 
Business Category: Restaurant/Fast Food, Target: Mainstream, Agency: Unknown, Material: Digitally 
Printed Cross Stitch Simulation on Cotton with Grommets, Size: 42”X84”, Created: 2015, Photo by Drew 
Nikonowitz for the artist. 

 

Fig. 2.5 Starfucks  
Company: Starbucks     
Brand: Starbucks           
Year: 2014                         
Ad Title: Coffee Frenemies 
(Bianco Del Rio)                         
Region: US National 
Country: United States                     
Business Category: Retail 
Target: Gays             
Agency: Unknown  
Material: Digitally Printed 
Cross Stitch Simulation on 
Cotton with Grommets  
Size: 42”X42”                                           
Created: 2015               
Photo by Drew Nikonowitz 
for the artist. 
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Fig. 2.5 Starfucks (Detail) Photo by Drew Nikonowitz for the artist. 
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Fig. 2.7 Gift Sampler, J. Bostocke, 1598. Linen and Silk Linen, ARTstor Slide Gallery. 
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Fig. 2.8 Sampler (with Adam and Eve), Mary Canney, 1772.Wool and Silk on Linen, ARTstor   
Gallery. 
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 Fig. 2.9   Tetrad of Media Effect Model by Marshall McLuhan  
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Fig. 3.0 Patterns of Exclusion (Gap), Laser-printed Transparency and Light Box, 2016. Photo by Drew 
Nikonowitz for the artist.  
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Fig 3.1 Patterns of Exclusion (Amtrak), Laser-printed Transparency and Light Box, 2016. Photo by Drew 
Nikonowitz for the artist.  
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Fig 3.2 Patterns of Exclusion (New York Financial), Laser-printed Transparency and Light Box, 2016. 
Photo by Drew Nikonowitz for the artist. 
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Fig 3.3 Patterns of Exclusion (New York Financial 2), Laser-printed Transparency and Light Box, 2016. 
Photo by Drew Nikonowitz for the artist.  
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Fig. 3.4 Patterns of Exclusion (Target), Laser-printed Transparency and Light Box, 2016. Photo by Drew 
Nikonowitz for the artist.  
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Fig 3.5 Patterns of Exclusion (New York Financial & Target), Laser-printed Transparency and Light Box, 

2016. Photo by Drew Nikonowitz for the artist. 
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Fig. 4.0 False Sense of Care exhibition installation #1 (front view) 
 

 
Fig. 4.1 False Sense of Care exhibition installation #2 (signage and Leakage of the Grass)  
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Fig. 4.2 False Sense of Care exhibition installation #3 (Ideal Queers) 
 

Fig. 4.3 False Sense of Care exhibition installation #4 (Ideal Queers)  
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Fig. 4.4 False Sense of Care exhibition installation #5 (Patterns of Exclusion) 
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Notes 
 

1 This newspaper praised non-commodified queer culture and declared their resistance to 

it (486). 

2 Also known as “alphabet soup” (Daring, 10.) This acronym stands for Lesbian, Gay, 

Bisexual, Trans, Queer, Ally, Asexual, and Intersex. 

3 Funny enough, the website’s tagline is “Where Successful Advertising Meets LGBT 

Equality” because buying power = equality. (Or so they think!) 
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